
On the Black Pottery of Ancient China 

By Takeshi SEKINO 

I 

In the study of the prehistoric culture of China, needless to say, Black 

Pottery plays a paramount role. According to the traditional theory, Black 

.Pottery first appeared in Shantung !lI }R and then spread from there in various 

.directions, centering in Honan M i¥.i and Shansi !lI Eg. Moreover, it has been 

.the opinion of many scholars that Black and Painted Pottery existed in op

position to each other regionally, and that the Yin mx Culture had its origin 

.-in the Black Pottery Culture of Shantung. However, it is doubtful whether 

.these theories· · ~re actually correct. After a comprehensive examination of 

Black, Grey and Painted Pottery, the writer began to be sceptical about the 

nature of Black Pottery, and finally concluded that the traditional theory con

-cerning Black Pottery was basically Wl:ong. 

When, where and how did Black Pottery come into existence? Had its 

:genesis something to do with Painted or Grey Pottery? If it had, with which 

-of these? Knowledge on these points will throw much light on the nature 

of the other two potteries at the same time. It is hoped that this paper will 

put the study of prehistoric China 111 a new perspective, which may lead to 

.a more orderly classification. 

II 

Before dealing with Black Pottery, it is perhaps pertinent briefly to out

line the other two components of our ploblem-Grey and Painted Pottery. 

According to the traditional theory, it seems that Grey Pottery is a term 

given to pottery other than Painted and Black, and applies to grey earthen-
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ware used in the Bronze_ Age, that is to say, in the historic age. There is. 

always a defect, however, in the argument of those who restrict the period 

of Grey Pottery within the historic age. They pay little attention to the 

prehistoric pottery except Painted and Black, and when they do take it up· 

as a problem, they dispose of it summarily as a by-product of Painted or 

Black Pottery. 

After a comparative study of the earthenwares of this category, the· 

writer has arrived at the conclusion that it was nothing less than the pre

decessor of Grey Pottery in the .historic age. It is not that Grey Pottery appeared 

all of a sudden in the historic age, but rather that it had a long history of 

development, having been in existence for a considerable period before the 

appearance of Painted and Black Pottery in the territory of China.Cl) From 

such a viewpoint, the writer would extend the period of so-called Grey Pot

tery to the prehistoric age, and define it as follows. 

Grey Pottery is a kind of earthenware which was made 111 China from 

the Neolithic Age down to the Bronze Age, and is commonly grq in 

colour. It is generally rough and thick, and often has string-impressions 

. on its surface. It appears characteristically m the form of tripods such as. 

the li ~ and the ting :lf}l. 

Needless to say, this is a general definition and sometimes exceptions do 

occur. In other words, the term Grey Pottery is used in its broadest sense, 

which includes all the earthenwares belonging to the Grey Pottery Group 

as a whole. 

Few detailed reports or systematic studies have been made on Grey Pot

tery, particularly on that of the prehistoric age. The need of such a study 

1s evident and the writer plans· to make a comparative study arranged in 
0

( 1 ) It is really right that Dr. J.C. Andersson and Mr. N. Egami i.:C J:. rlll. x apply the 
term of" grey pottery" even to the pottery of the prehistoric age. Andersson: Researches into· 
the Prehistory of the Chinese. (BMFEA No. 15, Stockholm 1943) p. 72.; Egami: The 
History of the. World iit ~ v ~ Ji:., Vol. 1, Tokyo 1949, p. 134. 
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chronological order. 

First of all, Grey Pottery is classified into two groups. The earlier 

group comprises the prehistoric and the later the histor.ic. But in the earlier 

group there are some exceptions which do not contain the tripods characteristic 

of Grey Pottery, and from other supporting evidence·, this difference can never 

be regarded as a mere local variation. The prehistoric Grey Pottery is then again 

subdivided into an early and a middle group, mainly by the existence of the 

trii)od. Unfortunately, however, space does not allow of the listing of the Grey 

Pottery Sites in a chronological sequence and description of their characteristics. 

The write1~ wishes only to refer here to a few points directly connected with 

the subsequent matter of this article. The Grey Pottery excavated from Hsi

ym Ts'un, Hsia Hsien, Shansi LlJ 5 ][ Jfllf. 1§ ~ i;-j be°Iongs to the early group, 

those from Yang-shao Ts'un, Mien-ch'ih Hsien, Honan M "m illli iili J1W: 1ro tffl i:.J· 

to the 1nidclle group, and those from Ch'eng-tzu Yai, Li-ch'eng Hsien, Shan

tung LlJ ]R ,JJf :!nx JWf. :Im r ill[ to the late group. 

Next is the problem of the ~rigin of Painted Pottery m China. On 

this q'hestion the writei·'s opinion is as follows. 

According to the traditional theory advocated by Dr. J. G. Andersson 

and other European scholars, it has been assumed that Painted Pottery was 

introduced froni the W~st to Shansi and Honan through Hsin-chiang ~fr ]I 

and Kansu it Jffif This· theo1~y has also been supported by many of Japanese 

scholars, and today has become almost the established view. However, a 

new and contrary theory has been advanced by ·stich Chinese scholars as Dr. 

Li Chi $ t]rf, Mr. S. Y. Liang ¾~ ,~, 71, and Dr: G. D. Wu ~ ~ ~,~ who 

maintain that the Painted Pottery of China had no connection with that of 

the West, and that it originated in Northern Honan, affecting Hsin-chiang 

through· Shensi -~~ 1§ and Kansu. m The ground on which this new theory is 

( 1) W. C. Pei ~ "?fC. i:j:; : A study of the Prehistoric Age in China r:f:l ffim ~ mi ~ AA Z 1itJ: yt, 

Shanp;hai 1948, pp. 166, 194. 
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based 1s that the Painted Pottery of Northern Honan 1s the older and that of, 

Hsin-chiang is the newer. The writer cannot ·agree with this supposition, for 

the Painted Pottery of Northern Honan is of relatively late elate, and that of 

Hsin-chiang includes. vessels of fairly old type. In addition, as . pointed. out 

~y Dr .. Andersson, the similarity between the Painted Pottery of. Honan and 

that of Western Asia can hardly be. denied;CI) Accordingly, the conventional 

theory that Painted Pottery was introduced into China from the West is still 

considered appropriate. · 

III 

Having discussed the origin of Painted Pottery, the writer proposes to 

examine where, when and how Black Pottery first came into existence. For 

this purpose it is necessary. to survey the relationship between strata of the 

three potteries in each site. 

There . are fairly systematic reports on the sites of Northern and Western 

Honan, Southern Shansi, and Shantung. Western Honan and Southern Shansi 

are mentioned en bloc, because there is some resemblance between them. No 

Painted Pottery has been excavated in Shantung, but it is interesting to study 

the relationship between the other two potteries there. We have to recognize 

the relatifmship between strata in each site as a f~ct, and a survey of these 

facts will provide us with some ideas about the genesis of Black Pottery. 

(A) Northern Honan: 

Past investigations have brought to . light a certain fixed order of accumu• 

lation in the three potteries at Hou Kang ~ lifiJ and Kao-ching-t'ai-tzu r'F-:1 ;J:j: 

= -r of Yin-hsu ffiJ.t ±JI, and at Ta-lai Tien of Hsun Hsien frJ Jr% i( 3it !d;, etc. 

In short, Grey Pottery 1s fr01?J- the upper. stratum, Black from the middle 

(I) Andersson: An Early Chinese Culture, article in Bulletin of the G~ological Szirvey 
.of China, No. 5, Peking 1923, p. 35, PI. XIII. 
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:.:and Painted from the lowe1~.ci) 1:'his is based upon the assumption which 

·-corifines the period of. Grey _Pottery within the historic age, and ov~rlooks 

cthe fact that Gi·ey Pottery of the prehistoric age· can also be excavated from 

tboth the middle, a1id the lower strata. In smmpary, it may be concluded 

that both the middle and the late period Grey · Pottery existed in this district, 

·-that Painted and Black Pottery came into 1,1se conter:nporaneously with the 

·,middle: period'. Gre.y Pottery, and that _Painted Pottery preceded the Blc1ck. 

(B) Western Honan and Southern Shansi: 

According to Dr. Andersson's report on Yang-shao Ts'un,. a representative 

;:site in Western Honat1, the three kincls of pottery in question were unearthed 

.. in almost equal quantities from every stratum of_ accumulation.C~) Mr. S. 

_ Wajima 5fi:J J!J-- fill- tried in his excavations to separate the pottery types 111 

.each stratum at Hsi-yin Ts'un and Ching Ts'un JfIT *t of _ Southern Shansi, 

put the same phenomenon as at Yang-shao Ts'un occurred. C3
) All _ we can 

:say from these excav_ations 1.s that the three kinds of pottery _ were in use at 

·about .the. same time · in both these districts. However, we must -not overlook 

.the fact .that the Grey Pottery of Hsi-yin Ts'un belgngs to the early group 

.and the rest belongs to the middle group. 

(C) Shantung: 

Generally in Ch'eng-tzu Yai, an impqrt.ant _site of this area, it is reported 

,that _ the- vessels from the lower stratum _ are_ Grey Pottery of the first group 

( 1) G. D. Wu: On the Three Pottery Wares of Kao-ching-t'ai-tzu il1ij :it~ -:F.=~~ ~\lJJ 
··i1UiHll/i, article in the T'ien-yeh--k'ao-ku-pao-kao EEi !fiy~tiffi*, No. I, Shanghai 1936, pp. 
-201-202. 

( 2) Andersson: R. P. C. p. 71-72. 
Recently the Archaeological Institute of the Chinese Academy of Sciences excavated 

·[ii several Neolithic sites in Western Honan, proving the accuracy of Andersson's observations 
E[ on the strata. (T. Sekino: Recent Archaeological Investigations in Chi_~1~,. ~r_t_ic;~~ _ _i1~ _ t½e 
;W:Archaeology, Vol. VI, No. I, Spring 1953, p. 50.) -supplement. 

( 3) Wajima: Preliminary Report on Archaeological Research in the Ho-tung fµJ Jilt Plain 
,and the Northern Half of the T'ai-yiian * mi Depression, Proyjp.ce of Shansi, article in the 
:Zinruigaku Zassi A~~~fHt, Vol. LVIII, No. 4, Tokyo 1943, pp. 151,152. 
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ar~d Black Pottery, and those from the upper sfratum are Grey Pottery of the·'. 

second group.Cl) According to the writer's observation·, both groups of this Grey 

Pottery, which contain the degenerate legs of the li, so-called "nipples", are 

undoubtedly of the historic age and belong to the late period Grey Pottery in th~ 

above classification. In addition, needless to say, the age of the· first group Grey 

Pottery is directly related to' that of the Black Pottery which is found together 

with it. In short, we can see that Black Pottery is excavated froin the lower 

stratum of this site and the late period Grey Pottery from both the i.1pper and 

the lower strata. Furthermore, Black and Grey Pottery were also discovered. 

at Liang-ch'eng, Jih-chao Hsien ·a Jm Ji% ~ :!m;, and An-shang Ts'un, T'eng -

· Hsien ijt J~ !:Ji:· J:. ff, etc.· in Shantung, and it seems that the -relationship be- -

tween . strata in which they were discovered is much the same as the case -

_ mentioned above .. 

Having observed the relationship between strata in the three districts A,. 

B and C, it can be concluded that in respect of the accumulation of Black 

and Painted Pottery there 1s a considerable difference between -the two dis

tricts, A and B, and that these kinds of pottery are always accompanied by 

Grey Pottery. Putting these results together, we hit upon a leading clue to 

clarify the origin of Black Pottery. 

In the first place, the relationship - bet~een Black and Painted Pottery 

should be considered, disregarding Grey Pottery for the time being. Ac- -

cording to the traditional theory, Black Pottery originated in Shantung and then 

_ spread in various clirectio~1s especially into Honan. c2) But this theory is in 

conflict with the relationship between strata, mentioned above. Indeed, Black 

Pottery might well ocurr above the Painted Pottery m Northern Honan, on 

(I) "Ch'eng-tzu Yai" (Published by the National Institute of History and Philology, 

Academia Sinica, Sh~nghai 1934) pp: 69-70. 

( 2) This is supported by Dr. H. G. Creel, Mr. Liang and most of the Japanese

scholars. 
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·:the assumption that Black Pottery spread westward from Shantung. But, on 

;.the assumption that it proceeded further and further westward, its occurrence 

· with Painted Pottery should become more and more conspicuous in Western 

. Honan and S01i.thern Shansi. For there is little doubt · that the Painted Pot

,tery of Shansi and Honan tame into existence under influences from Kansu 

.. and Ch'inghai ~- W]i, and it is supposed that these influences advanced ~radually 

. eastward along the Yellow River. It is a fact that both Black and Painted 

. Pottery are found mixed in every stratum in the sites of Western Honan and 

: Southern Shansi as mentioned above. Therefore it 1s not admissible that 

Black Pottery proceeded westward from Shantung, and for the same reasons, 

.it is also impossible to suppose that Black Pottery had its origin in Northen: 

Honan. Hence, it follows that the origin of Black Pottery· should be sought 

· in Western Honan or Southern Shansi, where the early Painted Pottery and 

Black Pottery ate seen together. 

The validity of this assumption will he increased by making a chrono

·1ogical study of Grey Pottery. We know that the Black Pottery in Shantung, 

which appears accompanied by the late period Grey Pottery, can undoubtedly 

• be assigned to the historic age, and so it belongs to the last stage of the 

period of Black Pottery considered as a whole. 

Therefore, it becomes more difficult to establish a theory that Black Pot

·tery had its origin in Shantung. Then, if the writer is correct 111 his con

jecture that the Grey Pottery unearthed from Hsi-yin Ts'un can be assigned 

, to the early group, it is safe to say that the Black Pottery found together 

with it is none other than the oldest kind of black pottery in China. Hence, 

.Black Pottery seems to have originated rather in Southern Shansi, with Hsi

_yin Ts'un as its centre, than in Western Honan, where we can see the 

.middle period Grey Pottery. 

Having made a study of the stratigraphical relationship between Black, 

.Painted and Grey Pottery, the writer has arrived at a conclusion concerning 
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the origin -of Black Pottery.· The correctness of this conclusion may be Ten

fied by an inquiry into the coiirse of the development of Black Pot_tery itself.. 

The first • step is to defa1e it clearly. Black Pottery is distinguished markedly· 

by its foi.e• quality, . thinness, black colour at1d the polish of its surface.. Ac'.'· 

cording to . Dr. Wu, Black Pottert in Ch'eng-tzu'. Yai is divided into two• 

groups by a difference in colour as follows.Cl) 

· (a) Typical Black Pottery 

On examining the sherds of· this pottery, we can see black both no the: 

surface · and . in the · core. 

· (b) · Pseudo-black Pottery 

It is black ·on the surface hut tinged . with· grey or· red 111 the · core, and'. 

is somewhat thicker than the formet. 

The writer agrees with him on this definition on the whole, but it is not 

always appropriate to classify Black Pottery solely . into these. two groups, for

there are. fom1d. in Shmisi and Honaii great quantities of earthenware which. 

are dark, grey-black, grey· or silver-grey on their surfaces but are characteristic 

of Black Pottery in all other respects. Therefore the writer proposes another

term '' Inferior Pseudo-black Pottery" for : this group of earthenware, which is .. 

inferior to the Pseudo-black Pottery. 

Having. thus defined Black Pottety, we should next consider the processes:. 

-of its development and evolution, as .a vital step in·· the i11vestigation of .its,. 

origin. Ch'eng:.tzu Yai is a site· representing the highest stage of develop-

ment of Black Pottery, but we cami.ot conclude from this one instance that 

Black Pottery had its origin in Shantung. It ·seems that the Black Pottery 

here exhibits the characteristics of the last stage in the development of Black 

Pottery, namely abundance of the Typical·· Black Pottery, refinement in .the, 

shape of the vessels and general use of the potter,'s wheel. Surely Black Pot-

( 1) Wu: Prehistoric Pottery· in China; London 1938, pp. 63, 67. 
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tery of Ch'eng-tzu Yai must have had a long history of development 'before 

it arrived at such an advanced stage. . What was · that history? Clearly, the 

course of development was from the Inferior Pseudo-black to the Pseudo

black, and thence to the Typical Black Pottery. 

If Black Pottery passed through such- a process of development, its point 

of origin should be self-evident. In short, it will be the area where we can 

see the greatest quantity of Inferior Pseuch-black Pottery. Southern Shansi, 

in fact, may be regarded as the area of the earliest:stage of Black Pottery, 

owing to the overwhelming abundance of Inferior Pseudo-black Pottery and 

to the absence of all trace of the use of the potter's wheel. So it follows 

that the above theory, which takes this · area to be the ;point of origin of 

Black Pottery because of the relationship between'.:strata of the three kinds of 

pottery, can be supported here again by consideration of the process of de

velopment of Black Pottery.· 

IV 

It . has been ascertained that Black Pottery' had its origin . in Southern 

Shansi. The next question is when and how Black Pottery· came into exist~ 

ence. If the theory is right that the Grey Pottery of Hsi-yin Ts'un is of 

the early group, it may be said that the Painted. Pottery of · this site is the 

oldest of its kind in Shansi and Honan. It · is assumed, therefore, that Black 

Pottery came into existence in Southern Shansi m the early period of Grey 

Pottery and at the early stage of Painted . Pottery. Then . the question anses 

whether its genesis has something to do with the other two. If it had, with 

which of these? It seems that• here_ lies the ~lue which may solve the 

problem. It is necessary to make a detailed comparative study of the quality 

of each kind of earthemvare in Hsi-yin Ts'un, which is regarded as the old

est site for the three kinds of pottery. 
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A minutely classified study has been published by Mr. Liang on the pot

sherds from th.e site of Hsi-yin Ts'un.Cl) . The existence of Black Pottery had 

not yet come under his nptice and the term Grey Pottery was not in use at 

that time. However, the nature of the three kinds of pottery can be clarified 

to some extent by his classification. 

From this site a total of 18,728 sherds· were found, from which it is 

not very difficult to sort out t_he Grey Pottery, since neither polish nor a slip 

can be detected on 64 o/o of the sherds, most of which have string-impres

s10ns. 131. ( about o. 7. o/o of the total) of the sherds from this site are fine, 

thin, black and _polished· on the surface. 20 of the latte!' (15.3 o/o) are black 

both on the surface and in the core. The otl:ier 111 ( 84. 7 o/o) are .black on 

the surface but grey. in the core. It is evident that the former belong. to the 

classification of the Typical Black Pottery and the latter to that of. the Pseudo

black Pottery. The other 1,205 sherds (about 6.4 o/o of the total) are fine, 

thin and polished as above but are grey on the surface. Needless to say, 

these come under the classification of the so-called Inferior Pseudo-black 

Pottery. In a word, we know that those which fall within the category of 

Black Pottery comprise only 7.1 o/o of the whole, and the_ majority of them 

belong to the classification of the Inferior Pseudo-black Pottery. C~) 

The question now arises, what are the circumstances under which the 

Inferior . Pseudo-black Pottery came into existence? In order to solve. this 

question, the writer would examine the painted sherds from the site of Hsi-yin 

Ts'un. According to Mr. Liang, of all the potsherds found in this site, the 

painted sherds number 1,356 (7.2 o/o) and the plain sherds 17,372 (92.8 o/o). 

However, among these plain sherds, pieces of uncoloured parts of Painted 

Pottery are included as pointed out by Mr. Liang. So the real percentage of 

( l) Liang: New Stone Age Pottery from the Prehistoric Site at Hsi-yin Ts'un Shansi, 

China, article in the Memoirs of American Anthropological Association, No. 37, 1930. 

( 2) The distribution of Black Pottery, according to material, is as follows : Inferior 

Pseudo-Black. 90.2 9;;;, Pseudo-Black. 8.3 9;;;, Typical Black. 1.5 9;;;. 
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the painted sherds must be much greater thai1 7 .2 % . The painted sherds 

.are commonly fine, thin and polished on tl~e surface. Most of them · are 

painted black on a· reddish-brown or clark-bfown ground, which · arri.ount to 

1,067 (78.7 o/o). Aniong the plain sherds, we find 4,109 sherds which are 

fine, thin and polished on the surface. These .include 2,494 ( 60. 7 o/o) whose 

ground is reddish-brown or dark-brown. There is no doubt that these are 

the uncoloured parts of Painted Pottery, or broken pieces of vessels belonging 

to the Painted (Red) Pottery Group. What of the other 1,615 (39.3 o/o )? 

Among these, 1,336 sherds of black Pottery with a black or grey ground 

should be included. Here we can find a key to the solution of the problem: 

At last a clue which throws light on the origin of the Inferior Pseudo-black 

Pottery has been discovered. For 38 sherds (2.8 % ) painted red or black on 

a grey ground were fom1cl among the· painted sherds at Hsi-yin Ts'un accotcl

ing · to Mr. Liang's table. The Painted Pottery of this kind has entirely the 

.same characteristics as the Inferior Pseudo-black Pottery except with respect 

to colour. In short, the Inferior Pseudo-black ·Pottery is not an · independent 

group but rather has its origin in Painted (Reel) Pottery. 

Needless to say, most of the Painted Pottery has a reddish ·ground colour. 

]t is for this reason that Painted Pottery is also called Reel Pottery. Since 

black or a blackish colour was used most often for colouring pigments, a red 

ground was well suited to set off the black to advantage. Accordingly, the 

greatest possible care had to be taken in firing the painted vessels red, and it 

seems that those of grey colour were the defective ones. On the other hand, 

probably not so much attention was paid to the firing of the unpainted red 

pottery. It may be true to some extent that Painted (Red) Pottery was fired 

in an . oxidizing fire and Black Pottery in a reducing fire, Cl) but it is question

able whether or not this could be carried out strictly by the techniques of 

(I) Wu: op. cit. pp. 27, 126, 127. 
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that .time. When ear_thenware is fired in primitive kilns, the colour of it 

varies ac.cording · to the nature of the fuel, the method of firing, and the state 

of the air inside. For instance, if brushwood or pine-needles, which are apt 

to give out smoke due to imperfect combustion, are used, the earthenware is 

carbonized and becomes black. If the carbonization is less, it will become 

grey. If the oxygen within the kiln becomes rarefied due to fii'ing methods,. 

the earthenware will turn black or blackish because of the deoxidization. 

In the case of the site of Hsi-yin Ts'un, Black Pottery, especially the 

Typical Black and the. Pseudo-black, is so scarce that it is doubtful whether 

it was made deliberately. The writer is of the opinion that these Black Pot

teries, which came into existence by chance, as described above, happened to· 

catch .the fancy of the people of those clays, and, that an inquiry was made

into the reasons why they assumed a black colour. This resulted in the .ar-

rival of a stage in which Black Pottery was made freely in accordance with 

popular taste. Is it not for this reason that the number of the Inferior Pseudo

black comprises an overwhelming majority of the sherds in the early sites, and 

that the frequency of Pseudo-black and then of Typical Black increases with 

the lapse of time? 

The relationship between Painted and Black Pottery has not been clarified 

hitherto, because a comparative study of the forms was made only by referring 

to the typical Painted Pottery of Kansu and Ch'inghai and the advanced Black 

Pottery of Ch'eng-tzu Yai, neglecting the potteries of S011thern Shansi, where 

the two potteries first came into contact. In addition, while Black Pottery 

was partly an ornamental container, like Painted Pottery, Gr~y Pottery; on the 

other hand, was a cooking vessel of practical use. That is to say, Black and 

Grey Pottery started from fundamentally different points of origin. This fur

ther endorses the theory that Black Pottery had its origin in Painted (Red) 

Pottery. 
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V 

Thus Biack Pottery, with· its origin in Southern Shansi, spread to Western 

Honan together with Painted Pottery, and then ar'rived' in: Noi·thern Honan 

a little later than the Painted. The stratigraphical relationship of the two 

potteries in Honan reveals this in detail. Mr. Liang holds the. v.iew that the 

Painted Pottery of Hou Kang preceded that of Yang-shao, and he sets the 

Hou Kang Period prior to the Y ang-shao Period i11 his chronological order 

of the Painted Pottery Culture.Cl) However, it is the so-called· middle period 

Grey Pottery in the above classification, which is excavated together with the 

Painted Pottery in Hou Kang and which includes the ting of considerably 

advanced shape. Accordingly it is certain that the Painted Pottery of this· 

site cannot be older than that of Hsi-yin Ts'un which is found together with 

the early period Grey Pottery. Nevertheless, it does not lie between the 

Painted Pottery of Hsi-yin Ts'un and that of Yang-shao, when_ viewed from 

the aspect of desig1~. In conclusion, the type of the Painted Pottery of Hou 

Kang is a . degeneration of that of the Yang-shao Period, and assumes · the 

characteristics of Chinese Painted · Pottery in its last stage. 

The Painted Pottery which spread from Kansu and Ch'inghai was not east 

of a line between Hou Kang and Ta-Jai Tien. But the Black Pottery, arriv

ing_ in this area after the Painted, proceeded still further eastward, and ad

vanced remarkably at Ch'eng-tzu Yai, attaining its highest stage of develop

ment there. The Ch'eng-tzu Yai culture has elements both old and new, to 

be sure. The use of stone implements and the production of Black · Pottery 

prove that an older culture was introduced intact. Dwellings surrounded by 

mud walls and bone divination indicate that a newer culture was imported. 

( 1 ) Liang: Hsiao T'un; Lung-shan and Yang-shao ,J, i:t[. ~ !lJ !Jii {rp Wd, article m 

"Studies Presented to Ts'ai Yiian-p'ei 'f]f 7E :i1i' on His Sixty-fifth Birthday," Vol. II, 

Shanghai 1935, pp. 559, 563-564. 
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What was the cause of this dual phenomenon? It seems that this district of 

Shantung differed from Northern Honan, whose culture was most advanced at 

that time, and had not yet participated. in· the benefits of bronze which was 

monopolized by special groups as a precious metal.Cl) The traditional theory 

has been refuted in this paper. It was not Shantung from which Black Pot

tery originated. It was Dr. Andersson alone who supposed that the Black 

Pottery of Yang-,shao preceded that of Ch'eng-tzu Yai. This opinion has 

proved to be most appropriate, .indeed. c2
) 

Incidentally, Black Pottery also spread from Shantung to Liao-tung ~ ]R 

and Che-kiang #fr iI. The Black Pottery of these areas should be regarded as 

derivative, showing the process of degeneration from the Typical Black to the 

Pseudo-black, and from the Pseudo-black to the Inferior Pseudo-black. 

VI 

The present paper has dealt with the mutual relatimiships among the 

three potteries and the nature of Black Pottery as a whole. Grey Pottery was 

probably a peculiar earthenware, produced by the people of the Neolithic 

Age in China, and developed remarkably in the Bronze Age, becoming a 

symbol of · the ancient culture of Chi11a. On the other hand, Painted Pottery 

was introduced into China from the West towards the end of the Neolithic 

Age. Perhaps it did not drastically change the nature of Grey Pottery, but 

( 1) It see~1s to be commonly accepted today that the Black Pottery of Ch'eng-tzu Yai 
was a prototype of the bronze vessel. Dr. Wu prudently takes no decisive stand on this 
question. He merely says that some of the Black Pottery in this site are probably "either 
the forerunners or the descendants of the Bronze Age" (op. cit. pp. 61-62). The most 
penetrating comment on Black Pottery is made by Mr. N. Matsumoto who says "Some of 
the Black Pottery should be considered an imitation of the bronze vessel rather than its 
prototype." (Archaeological Studies at Nanking and Hangcho r.:r: f¥.i Nr!i- 1if, Tokyo 1941, p. 86) 

( 2) "What we found at Yang Shao Tsun may be only the beginning of the black 
pottery which, upon the abandonment of the painted pottery and the development of the 
Kuei tripod, bone divination and the building of mud walls, grew up to form the mature 
Lung Shan Culture." (Andersson: R. P. C. p. 76) 
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encouraged the people, who had hitherto used Grey Pottery exclusively, to 

devise another fonri of earthenware, the Black Pottery. Being fine, thin and 

polished on the surface is a characteristic common to both Painted and Black 

Pottery. There is no doubt that Black Pottery inherited these characteristics 

directly from Painted Pottery. Moreover, Black Pottery in its earliest stage is 

qualified in every respect to be included in the category of Painted (Reel) 

Pottery. Such being the case, we may conclude that Black Pottery was no 

more than a branch stemming from the trunk of Painted Pottery. In short, 

Painted Pottery was the foreign -element introduced from the West, and Black 

Pottery should be regarded as a variation which came into existence in the 

course of the production of Painted Pottery. Therefore, it was Grey Pottery 

which ·held the leading role in the prehistoric pottery of China. 

The Black Pottery Group is found in several places besides China, that 

1s Southern Europe and Western Asia. However, it is remarkable that all the 

Black Potteries of the Old Continent were closely connected with the Painted 

Potteries in each region. According to the writer's theory, the Black Potteries 

of China and the West would be independent of each other. The problems 

associated with blackness of colour and with shape are unrelated. From the 

viewpoint of shape, it is not evident that the Black Pottery of China was 

born under Western influence. Indeed, the pedestal forms for instance, were 

common to the prehistoric potteries of both East and West. But these forms 

are found not only in the Black, but also in the Painted (Red) and the Grey 

Pottery Groups as well. In short, it is not sound to emphasize the Western 

affinities of Black Pottery of China. Cl) 

The conclusions of this paper will be supported or refuted as more ma

terials come to light. If, however, they are essentially correct, the conven-

( 1 ) S. Kaplan : Early Pottery from the Liang Chu Site, Chekiang Province. (Archives 

of the Chinese Art Society of America·, Vol. III, 1948-1949) pp. 33-4L. 
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tional theo'ries on the prehistoric age of China will need to be reviewed., For 

example, the opini01{1) •. _that . the Painted and the Black Pottery Culture were 

regionally separate and .exclusive will be refuted utterly, for in accordance 

with the above-rneritioned relationship between . Painted and. Black .Pottery, 

there is no reason for opposition between them.. The distribution of the· two 

potteries both in the east and in the west of Northern China indicates nothing 

but . the process whereby Painted Pottery was gradually ieplaced by Black 

.. Pottery, its. derivative. It will also ; be obvious · that. the theoryC2
)· that the 

Black Pottery Culture in Shantung proceeded westwarq. . and formed the foun-

datio1i of the Yin Culture is an anachronism., 

This is f,1-, summarized translation of my already-::pul;i1ished artide.c:-o I am 

oblig~d to omit more than half. owing to limited space, so I· regret . that I 

.:c.annot give. a detailed explanation. My original. intention.- was to treat the 

s~ructur~ of the ancient poUe;ries of China as a whole, including White . Pot

. tery/4
) but I nrnst leave that to another occas1011. J shall be very glad if 

anyone ca,{~S 'to ,review ·my conclusion~. 

( 1')' S. Sumi ta. rrt EET IE - : Prel~ist~ric Cultur~ ~f China qi ~ :m 1£:. 3t {~, Kyoto 1948, 
p. 50. 

( 2) H. G. Creel: Studies in Early Chines~ Culture, London 1938, pp. 190-194.; S. 
· Ka:izuka Jt~ ittltr: Developn1ent of Historical Studies on Ancient China i:p il t; 1-\: .lie.~ 

rD ~ £, Tokyo 1946, pp. 259-262. 
( 3 )' T. Se1:.ino lllffl !Jl.j', tit: A Study on the Prehistoric Pottery' of the Northern China

esp. on the Grey and the Black Pottery ~ :;f~ :Jt .lie.± ff rD -~ ~, article in the Shigaku 
Zasshi .lie.~~~, Vol. LVIII, No. 5, Tokyo 1949. 

(4) T .. Sekino: The Geneology of White Pottery s ~tiu v * tl, article in the K_okogaku 
Zasshi ~ii"~ ?ti ~, Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, Tokyo 1950. 


